New Hampshire Anti-Primary:

BU H.M.S. Titanic Tossups

Tossup 1:
A minor; E minor; B minor; F sharp minor; C sharp minor. For ten points, what
is the next minor chord in this sequence, following with five sharps in its key
signature?
Answer: _G-SHARP_ minor
Tossup 2:
He began his career as a reporter for _EI Espectador_, where he wrote a series
of articles, later published as 1970's _The Account of a Shipwrecked Person_.
FTP, name this author of _The Autumn of the Patriarch_ and Nobel Prize winner,
best known for his 1982 work _One Hundred Years of Solitude_.
ANSWER: Gabriel_GARCIA MARQUEZ_
Tossup 3:
This man amassed 1353 career points, was voted NHL MVP twice, and led the
league in scoring three time, despite a four-year retirement from 1984 to 1988.
FTP, name this former Ranger, Nordique, and, most notably, Canadien, six-time
All-Star and NHL Champion.
Answer: Guy _LAFLEUR_
Tossup 4:
Derived from the Old English word for "youth," this title became a landholding
rank as feudalism developed. As overlords, They collected scutage for cash
payment in lieu of military service. FTP, name this now purely honorific title,
more reminiscent of David Hasselhoff.
Answer: _KNIGHT_
Tossup 5:
The 1805 election of Henry Ware as Hollis Professor of Divinity at Harvard
University created a .storm of controversy, culminating with the separation of
the liberals as a separate denomination. Conservatives of this faith condemned
Ralph Waldo Emerson for questioning the divine nature of religion. FTP, name
this group, who in 1961 mreged with the Universalists.
Answer: _UNITARIANS_ (Accept "UNITARIANISM")
Tossup 6:
Started in 1952 by Harvey Kurtzmann, by 1992 its circulation was at 800,000.
Not bad for a magazine that takes its pride and joy from making fun of people
and everything else. FTP, name this magazine, released eight times a year and
noted for its gap-toothed mascot.
Answer: _MAD_
Tossup 7:
Affecting about 1 in 500 males, its effects are not noticed until puberty. At
this time, lack of sperm production, lack of body hair, and breast development
becomes apparent. FTP, name this genetic defect, caused by the presence of one
or more extra X chromosomes.
Answer: _KLINEFELTER'S SYNDROME_
Tossup 8:
_We Bombed in New Haven_; _God Knows_; _Something Happened_; _Good as Gold_.
All these novels were written by, FTP, what sufferer of Guillain-Barre (BAR-A Y)

Syndrome and author of _Closing Time_ and _Catch-22_?
Answer: Joseph _HELLER_
Tossup 9:
Calluna vulgaris, an evergreen, grows well on poor, acidic, sandy soils
characteristic of the landscape from which it takes its more commonly known
appelation. FTP, name this plant, also a popular girl's name.
Answer: _HEATHER_
Tossup 10:
Korea becomes an independent nation; Johns Hopkins University opens; Koch
discovers anthrax bacillus; Mycenae is excavated by Heinrich Schliemann; the
National Baseball League is formed; Colorado becomes a state; . FTP, these
things
all happened in what year, more famous for an anniversary?
Answer 1876_
Tossup 11: Note the following sentence: If I had known you were sick, I would
have sent flowers. In that sentence, "would have sent" is conjugated in, FTP,
what tense, derived from the French phrase "more than perfect?"
Answer: _PLUPERFECT_ (accept "past perfect" before the word "derived" is read)
Tossup 12:
Kurt Cobain's death in April 1994 rocked the "alternative" world, but also
overshadowed the slightly more recent death of another Gen-X singer. A longtime
friend ofAxI Rose, he appeared on the song and the video of "Don't Cry." FTP,
name this lead voice for Blind Melon.
Answer: Shannon _HOON_
Tossup 13:
He was the first to consider the pulse as a diagnostic aid and, while limited
to the dissection of animals, noted the paralysis that occurred when the spinal
cord was severed at different levels. FTP, name this Greek physician.
Answer: _GALEN_
Tossup 14:
Corporate law has expanded greatly as businesses grow bigger, but some would
say business grows bigger as law allows. In 1819, a Supreme Court ruling
protecting some private entities from state control involving an Ivy League
school provided such an impetus. FTP name the decision, without which there
might be no tournament
Answer. _DARTMOUTH COLLEGE V. WOODWARD_
Tossup 15:
WARNING: TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED! In the last weeks of July 1914, World War I was
coming ominously closer to France; not that anyone there noticed. For ten
points name BOTH the publisher victim and the notable murderess, whose trial
captivated Belle Epoque France.
Answer: Gaston _CALMETTE_ AND Henriette _CAILLAUX_ (KI-OH)
Tossup 16:
Born McKinley Morganfield, he recorded for the Library of Congress Archives of
American Folksong in 1941. His band consisted of an amplified guitar, an
instrument he was among the first to use, harmonica, piano, and drums. FTP,

name this artist, whose "Rollin' Stone" inspired Bob Dylan.
Answer: Muddy _WATERS_
Tossup 17:
Whereas sodium ions are found primarily in intercellular fluids, about 99
percent of the body's store of this alkali lies within the cells. Its ore was
often mistaken for sodium carbonate, but could be separated by their
crystalline structures. FTP, name this element, atomic number 19.
Answer: _POTASSIUM_
Tossup 18:
Non-Roman by birth, he produced the first Latin comedy and the first Latin
tragedy, and also translated Homer's Odyssey in Saturnian meter. FTP, name this
war captive from Southern Italy, the "father of Roman literature."
Answer: _LlVIUS ANDRONICUS_
Tossup 19:
1989's American Independence celebrations weren't diminished any by his July
3rd passing. Born Ruhollah Hendi in 1900, he was exiled in 1963 but, 16 years
earlier rode an antishah movement to power, becoming faqih (Fah-KEE) for life.
FTP, name this Iranian leader.
Answer: Ayatollah Ruhollah _KHOMEINL
Tossup 20:
Formerly a member of the Charlotte Clippers of the Eastern Hockey League, this
Butte, Montana native and ski-jump champion decided these two professions
weren't abusive enough. He injured himself severely in a Las Vegas
fountain-jumping attempt and in a 1974 attempt to jump the Snake River Canyon
by rocket-powered motorcycle. FTP, name this daredevil.
Answer: Robert Craig "Evel" _KNIEVEL_
Tossup 21:
WARNING: TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED! FTP, of the characters Snowball, Molly,
Napoleon, and Boxer, in George Orwell's _Animal Farm_, which two of them are
pigs?
Answer: _NAPOLEON_ AND _SNOWBALL_
Tossup 22:
Novation, Felix II, Phillip, Boniface VII, Benedict XIII. FAQTP, all these men
have all garnered what ignoble title?
Answer: _ANTI-POPE_
Tossup 23:
If the United States were to eliminate their nuclear stockpile and the
equipment for its manufacture, it would be stunning indeed; but they would be
following a 50-year old lead. Name the NATO nation, FTP, that did just this in
the late 1940's.
Answer: _CANADA_
Tossup 24:
As handicapped parking spots were being introduced to the urban landscape, the
duo of Robert Haimer and Billy Mumy released "Boogie-Woogie Amputee," which was
dubbed "Strangest Song of the 1970's." FTP, name this group, better known for
their equally strange, but universally loved, "Fish Heads."

Answer: _BARNES AND BARNES_
Tossup 25:
April 15th is next Monday; do you know how screwed you're getting? For a quick
ten points, what is currently the highest income tax rate?
Answer: _36%_
Tossup 26:
Woody Allen, Robert Redford, Warren Beatty, Kevin Costner and Clint Eastwood
aren't exactly what one would call peas in a pod. Put them together with this
year's addition to the group, and you'll have six actors who won their first
Oscars for directing, not acting. FTP, fill out the list and name the sixth
man.
Answer: Mel _GIBSON_
Tossup 27:
Let's get things started off right with a conjunction tossup. FTP, conjoin the
University of Louisville 10-time NFL All-Star with the confederation of
sheikdoms with their capital at Abu Dhabi to get what?
Answer: _JOHNNY UNITED ARAB EMIRATES_
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BU H.M.S. Titanic Bonuses (Don't Ever Call Them

Bonus 1: 30 points possible
Thirty points for both, and ten points for one are yours if you can name the
two wars concluded by treaties at Aix-Ia-Chapelle, one signed in 1668, the
other in 1748.
Answers: _WAR OF AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION_
_WAR OF DEVOLUTION_
Bonus 2: 30 points possible
Don't hold your tongue as you answer these questions about the structures
associated with it, for fifteen points each.
a. Tongue-tie is a birth defect characterized by the abnormal shortening of
what mucus membrane below the tongue?
Answer: _FRENUM_
b. The tongue is anchored to the front and side of the pharynx and to what bone
in the neck?
Answer: _HYOID_
Bonus 3: 25 points possible
Given the "Weird AI" Yankovic parody give the group that recorded the original,
for five points each.
Answer: _TLC_
First, "Phony Calls"
Next, "Syndicated Incorporated"
Answer: _SOUL ASYLUM_
Third, "Amish Paradise"
Answer: _COOLlO_
Finally, all three of these "future classics" are from Yankovic's newest
Answer: _BAD HAIR DAY_
release. FTP, name it.
Bonus 4: 30 points possible
Luigi Pirandello revolutionized the use of the theater-within-the-theater with
1922's _Six Characters in Search of an Author_. But this is only part of a

trilogy of theater-within-the-theater works. Name either of the other two for
thirty points.
Answers: _EACH IN HIS OWN WAY_ , _TONIGHT WE IMPROVISE_
Bonus 5: 30 points possible
30-20-10. Identify the artist from his works.
30 pt. clue: "Last Judgment" and "The Seven Deadly Sins"
20 pt. clue: The tryptich entitled "The Haywain"
10 pt. clue: The tryptich entitled "The Garden of Earthly Delights"
Answer: Hieronymus _BOSCH_

Bonus 6: 25 points possible
Time to re-examine one of the classics of Japanese art imitating life. That's
right... Super Mario Brothers 2! Name the playable character after a brief
description, five points each, an extra ten for all three.
1) The weakest of the characters, the ability to float while keeping the jump
button depressed is integral to finding secret levels.
Answer: _PRINCESS_
2) This character is hardest to control, and his feet flail wildly when
jumping.
Answer: _LUIGL
3) The shortest character, his lackof stature is made up for by his superior
strength.
Answer: _TOAD_
Bonus 7: 30 points possible
Name the author from the works: 30-20-10.
30 pt. clue: _Fates Worse than Death_
20 pt. clue: _Player Piano_
10 pt. clue: _Slaughterhouse-Five_
Answer: Kurt _ VONNEGUT_
Bonus 8: 30 points possible
In 1925, Herbert Evans and Katherine Bishop observed that rats failed to
reproduce when fed a diet of rancid lard unless it was supplemented with whole
wheat, lettuce, or wheat-germ oil.
For twenty points, what name was given to this factor, derived from the Greek
words for "childbirth" and "to bring forth," ending in -01 (oh-ell)?
Answer: _TOCOPHEROL_
For ten points, which vitamin is synthesized from tocopherol?
Answer: Vitamin _E_ (Accept alternatives)
Bonus 9: 30 points possible
Name the religious event from its feast day for thirty points, its witnesses
for twenty points, or its disputed location for ten points.
30 pt. clue: August 6th
20 pt. clue: Peter, James, and John
10 pt. clue: Mount Tabor or Mount Hermon (The latter favored by scholars)
Answer: _TRANSFIGURATION_

Bonus 10: 30 points possible
Name the global agency given the acronym, for ten points each.
IFAD
Answer: _INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT_
WIPO
Answer: _WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION_
ILO
Answer: _INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION_
Bonus 11: 25 points possible
Discrimination wasn't always an exception to the rule in the early days of
college athletics. For 15 points, name the coach who challenged racial
discrimination by leading an all-black team to the 1966 NCAA basketball title,
defeating Kentucky, featuring then-player Pat Riley.
Answer: Don _HASKINS_
For ten points, name either the school Haskins led to the 1966 NCAA title or
its current name.
Answer: _TEXAS WESTERN_ or University of _TEXAS-EL PASO_ or _UTEP_
Bonus 12: 30 points possible
30-20-10. Name the year.
30 pt. clue: A tidal wave following Hurricane Audrey kills 530 in Louisiana and
Texas and Dr. Seuss publishes "The Cat in the Hat."
20 pt. clue: The Common Market is formed with the Treaty of Rome and the
Milwaukee Braves win the World Series.
10 pt. clue: The Giants and Dodgers move West and the USSR launches Sputnik I.
Answer: 1957_
Bonus 13: 30 points possible
For ten points each, tell in which geological period these mountain ranges were
formed : five if you need the era.
10 : Appalachian
5 : Era: Paleozoic
Answer: _PERMIAN_
10 : Alps
Answer: _TERTIARY_

5 : Era : Cenozoic

10 : Rockies
5 : Era : Mesozoic
Answer: _CRETACEOUS_

Bonus 14: 30 points possible
A man and a woman sell their most treasured possessions to buy accessories for
the other's now-lost possessions.
For ten points, give the name of the story AND its author.
Answer: _THE GIFT OF THE MAGL by _0. HENRY_ (Accept William Henry _PORTER_)
For twenty points, name either of these two unfortunate gift exchangers.
Answers: _DELLA_ or _JIM_
Bonus 15: 30 points possible
With gausses, maxwells, and henrys, one would think we've just started giving
all the units their very own names. For five points each, name the six basic
units of SI measurement, but watch out, because a miss will stop you.
Answer: _METER_,_SECOND_,_GRAM_,_AMPERE_,_KELVIN_,_CANDELA_
(Accept _KILOGRAM_ for _GRAM_)

Bonus 16: 30 points possible
This bonus tests your knowledge of the first voyage of James Cook.
For five points, name his ship.
Answer: _ENDEAVOUR_
For ten points, Cook was employed to view the transit of Venus on what Pacific
island?
Answer: _TAHITI
For fifteen points, Cook confirmed the existence of a passage between
Australia and New Guinea. Name it.
Answer: _TORRES STRAIT_
Bonus 17: 30 points possible
Given a brief description, state the type of acid described, FTP each.
1) Water is added and H+ ions are produced A: _HERANIUS_ acids
2) All acids of this type donate electrons in chemical reactions.
A: _BRONSTED-LOWRY_ acids
3) These acids receive disenfranchised electrons
A: _LEWIS_ acids
Bonus 18: 30 points possible
On September 28, 1980, a large American newspaper published a story about an
8-year-old boy who was addicted to heroin. The story won the Pulitzer Prize,
but the author returned it, as the whole thing was a fake. You'll get ten
points each for naming the newspaper, the short title of the article, and its
author.
Answers: _WASHINGTON POST_ (Prompt on "Post")
_JIMMY'S WORLD_ by Janet _COOKE_
Bonus 19: 30 points possible
With songs like "Puff the Magic Dragon" and "If I Had a Hammer," Peter, Paul,
and Mary have made a lasting impression, if only collectively. You'll gain ten
points each for the full name of each of those musicians.
Answers: _PETER YARROW_
_ PAUL STOOKEY or NOEL STOOKEY_
_MARY TRAVERS_
Bonus 20: 30 points possible
30-20-10. Name the famous woman.
30 pt. clue: Born Marie Grosholts, she was imprisoned during the Reign of
Terror, but escaped the guillotine by making death masks from the severed heads
of victims.
20 pt. clue: In 1802, she separated from her husband and toured England with
her works until 1835.
10 pt. clue: In that year, she founded a London museum with her collection of
modeled likenesses and remained its proprietress until 1835.
Answer: Madame _TUSSAUD_ (Too-SO)

Bonus 21: 30 points possible
The sequel to the International Geophysical Year, this two-year period was used
to study solar radiation and its effect on the Earth's atmosphere. Five points
for each major word, what was this period called?
Answer: _INTERNATONAL YEARS of the QUIET SUN_
For ten more points, and within three, in what year was this study commenced?
Answer: _1964_ (Accept 1961 to 1967, inclusive)

Bonus 22: 25 points possible
25-10. The full name's the same.
25 pt. clue: In 24 years, he has coached 8 teams, including the 1988 Kansas
Jayhawks, who won the NCAA Men's Basketball title.
10 pt. clue: He was the Most Valuable Player of Super Bowl XXX.
Answer: _LARRY BROWN_
Bonus 23: 30 points possible
We'll give you the first part: the name of Iceland's highest peak is
Hvannadadalshnukr (HVann-al-da-da-shnook-ur). For thirty points spell
Hvan nadadalshn ukr.
Answer:
H-V-A-N-N-A-D-A-D-A-L-S-H-N-U-K-R
Bonus 24: 30 points possible
30-10. Give the shared name.
30 pt. clue: Their genus, Uraginthus, comes in red-cheeked and Angola varieties
and are native to tropical, central, and southern Africa.
10 pt. clue: Founded in 1895, it was probably named after the blue ribbons worn
by the Order of the Holy Ghost, renowned for its excellent food.
Answer: _CORDON BLEU_
Bonus 25: 20 points possible
A quick twenty points, all-or-nothing, are yours for naming the three
countries which can be classified as being on two continents.
Answer: _R USSIA_,_TU RKEY_,_EGYPT_

